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Broadcast Channels with Privacy Leakage

Constraints
Ziv Goldfeld, Gerhard Kramer and Haim H. Permuter

Abstract

The broadcast channel (BC) with one common and two private messages with leakage constraints is studied, where

leakage refers to the normalized mutual information between a message and a channel symbol string. Each private

message is destined for a different user and the leakage to the other receiver must satisfy a constraint. This model

captures several scenarios concerning secrecy, i.e., whenboth, either or neither of the private messages are secret. Inner

and outer bounds on the leakage-capacity region are derived. Without leakage constraints the inner bound recovers

Marton’s region and the outer bound reduces to the UVW-outerbound. The bounds match for semi-deterministic

(SD) and physically degraded (PD) BCs, as well as for BCs witha degraded message set. The leakage-capacity

regions of the SD-BC and the BC with a degraded message set recover past results for different secrecy scenarios. A

Blackwell BC example illustrates the results and shows how its leakage-capacity region changes from the capacity

region without secrecy to the secrecy-capacity regions fordifferent secrecy scenarios.

Index Terms

Broadcast channel, Marton’s inner bound, Privacy Leakage,Secrecy, Physical-layer Security.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Confidential and non-confidential messages are often transmitted over the same channel. However, the underlying

principles for constructing codes without and with secrecyare different. Without secrecy constraints, codes should

use all available channel resources to reliably convey information to the destinations. The presence of confidential

messages, on the other hand, requires that some resources are allocated to preserve secrecy. We study relationships

between the coding strategies and the fundamental limits ofcommunication with and without secrecy. To this end

we incorporate secret and non-secret transmissions over a two-user broadcast channel (BC) by considering the BC

with privacy leakage constraints (Fig. 1).

Information theoretic secrecy was introduced by Shannon [1] who studied communication between a source and

a receiver in the presence of an eavesdropper. Wyner modeledsecret communication over noisy channels when he
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Fig. 1: BC with privacy leakage constraints.

introduced the degraded wiretap channel (WTC) and derived its secrecy-capacity region [2]. Csiszár and Körner

[3] extended Wyner’s result to a general BC where the source also transmits a common message to both users. The

development of wireless communication, whose inherent open nature makes it vulnerable to security attacks, has

inspired a growing interest in understanding the fundamental limits of secure communication.

Multiuser settings with secrecy were extensively treated in the literature. Broadcast and interference channels

with two confidential messages were studied in [4], where inner and outer bounds on the secrecy-capacity region of

both problems were derived. The secrecy-capacity region for the semi-deterministic (SD) BC was established in [5].

The capacity region of a SD-BC where only the message of the stochastic user is kept secret from the deterministic

user was derived in [6]. The opposite case, i.e., when the message of the deterministic user is confidential was

solved in [7]. Secret communication over multiuser channels was considered in [8], where the authors derive inner

and outer bounds on the rate-equivocation region of the relay-BC (RBC) with one or two confidential messages.

Gaussian multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) BCs and WTCs were studied in [9]–[14], while [15]–[17] focused

on BCs with an eavesdropper as an external entity from which all messages are kept secret.

We study a two-user BC over which a common message for both users and a pair of private messages, each

destined for a different user, are transmitted. A limited amount of rate of each private message may be leaked

to the opposite receiver. The leaked rate is quantified as thenormalized mutual information between the message

of interest and the channel output sequence at the opposite user. Setting either leakage to zero or infinity reduces

the problem to the case where the associated message is confidential or non-confidential, respectively. Thus, our

problem setting captures as special cases four scenarios concerning secrecy, i.e., when both, either or neither of

the private messages are secret. We derive novel inner and outer bounds on the leakage-capacity region of the

BC. The bounds are tight for SD-BCs, physically degraded (PD) BCs, and BCs with a degraded message set, thus

characterizing their leakage-capacity regions, which were not known before. Furthermore, we derive a condition

for identifying the privacy leakage threshold values abovewhich the inner bound saturates.

Various past results are captured as special cases. By taking the leakage thresholds to infinity, our inner bound

recovers Marton’s inner bound with a common message [18], which is optimal for every BC with a known capacity

region. Making the leakage constraint inactive in our outerbound recovers the UVW-outer bound [19] or the New-

Jersey outer bound [20]. These bounds are at least as good as previously known bounds (see [21], [22] and [23]).
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The leakage-capacity region of the SD-BC reduces to each of the regions in [5]–[7] and [24] by discarding the

common message and choosing the leakage constraints appropriately. The capacity result also recovers the optimal

regions for the BC with confidential messages [3] and the BC with a degraded message set (without secrecy) [25].

Our code construction splits each private message into apublic and aprivate part. The public parts along with

the common message constitute a public message that is decoded by both users, and therefore, each public part

is leaked to the opposite receiver by default. The codebooksof the private parts are double-binned to allow joint

encoding and to control the amount of rate leaked from each private part. The bin sizes are chosen to satisfy

the total leakage constraints. Our coding scheme is essentially a Marton code with an additional layer of bins,

whose sizes correspond to the amount of leakage; the larger these extra bins are, the smaller the leakage. The

resulting achievable region is simplified using the Fourier-Motzkin elimination for information theory (FME-IT)

software [26]. The outer bound is established by using telescoping identities [27]. A Blackwell BC (BWC) [28],

[29] illustrates the results and visualizes the transitionof the leakage-capacity region from the capacity region

without secrecy to the secrecy-capacity regions for different secrecy scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describethe BC with privacy leakage constraints. In Section

III, we state inner and outer bounds on the leakage-capacityregion and characterize the leakage-capacity regions

for the SD-BC, the BC with a degraded massage set and the PD-BC. Section IV discusses past results that are

captured within our framework. In Section V we study a BWC example and visualise the results, while Section VI

provides proofs. Finally, Section VII summarizes the main achievements and insights of this work.

II. N OTATIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

We use the following notations. Given two real numbersa, b, we denote by[a : b] the set of integers
{
n ∈

N
∣∣⌈a⌉ ≤ n ≤ ⌊b⌋

}
. We defineR+ = {x ∈ R|x ≥ 0}. Calligraphic letters denote discrete sets, e.g.,X , while

the cardinality of a setX is denoted by|X |. Xn stands for then-fold Cartesian product ofX . An element of

Xn is denoted byxn = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), and its substrings asxj
i = (xi, xi+1, . . . , xj); when i = 1, the subscript

is omitted. Whenever the dimensionn is clear from the context, vectors (or sequences) are denoted by boldface

letters, e.g.,x.

Let
(
Ω,F ,P

)
be a probability space, whereΩ is the sample space,F is theσ-algebra andP is the probability

measure. Random variables over
(
Ω,F ,P

)
are denoted by uppercase letters, e.g.,X , with conventions for random

vectors similar to those for deterministic sequences. Namely, Xj
i represents the sequence of random variables

(Xi, Xi+1, . . . , Xj), while X stands forXn. The probability of an eventA ∈ F is denoted byP(A), while

P(A
∣∣B ) denotes conditional probability ofA givenB. We use1A to denote the indicator function ofA. The set

of all probability mass functions (PMFs) on a finite setX is denoted byP(X ). PMFs are denoted by the capital

letter P , with a subscript that identifies the random variable and itspossible conditioning. For example, for two

random variablesX and Y we usePX , PX,Y and PX|Y to denote, respectively, the marginal PMF ofX , the

joint PMF of (X,Y ) and the conditional PMF ofX givenY . In particular,PX|Y represents the stochastic matrix

whose elements are given byPX|Y (x|y) = P
(
X = x|Y = y

)
. We omit subscripts if the arguments of the PMF are
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lowercase versions of the random variables. The support of aPMF P and the expectation of a random variableX

are denoted by supp(P ) andEX , respectively.

For a discrete measurable space(Ω,F), a PMFQ ∈ P(Ω) gives rise to a probability measure on(Ω,F), which

we denote byPQ; accordingly,PQ

(
A) =

∑
ω∈A Q(ω), for everyA ∈ F . For a sequence of random variables

Xn we also use the following: If the entries ofXn are drawn in an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

manner according toPX , then for everyx ∈ Xn we havePXn(x) =
∏n

i=1 PX(xi) and we writePXn(x) =

Pn
X(x). Similarly, if for every (x,y) ∈ Xn × Yn we havePY n|Xn(y|x) =

∏n
i=1 PY |X(yi|xi), then we write

PY n|Xn(y|x) = Pn
Y |X(y|x). We often useQn

X or Qn
Y |X when referring to an i.i.d. sequence of random variables.

The conditional product PMFQn
Y |X given a specific sequencex ∈ Xn is denoted byQn

Y |X=x.

The empirical PMFνx of a sequencex ∈ Xn is

νx(a) ,
N(a|x)

n
(1)

whereN(a|x) =
∑n

i=1 1{xi=a}. We useT n
ǫ (PX) to denote the set of letter-typical sequences of lengthn with

respect to the PMFPX and the non-negative numberǫ [30, Ch. 3], [31], i.e., we have

T n
ǫ (PX) =

{
x ∈ Xn :

∣∣νx(a)− PX(a)
∣∣ ≤ ǫPX(a), ∀a ∈ X

}
. (2)

The BC with privacy leakage constraints is illustrated in Fig. 1. The channel has one sender and two receivers.

The sender randomly chooses a triple(m0,m1,m2) of indices uniformly and independently from the set
[
1 :

2nR0
]
×

[
1 : 2nR1

]
×

[
1 : 2nR2

]
and maps them to a sequencex ∈ Xn, which is the channel input. The

sequencex is transmitted over a BC with transition probabilityQY1,Y2|X . If the channel transition matrix factors

as1{Y1=f(X)}QY2|X , for some functionf : X → Y1, or asQY1|XQY2|Y1
we call the BC SD or PD, respectively.

The output sequenceyj ∈ Yn
j , wherej = 1, 2, is received by decoderj. Decoderj produces a pair of estimates

(
m̂

(j)
0 , m̂j

)
of (m0,mj).

Definition 1 (Code Description) An (n,R0, R1, R2) codeCn for the BC with leakage constraints is defined with

respect to the three message setsMj ,
[
1 : 2nRj

]
, j = 0, 1, 2, and has:

1) A stochastic encoder that is described by a mappingfE : M0 ×M1 ×M2 → P(Xn).

2) Two decoding functions,φj : Yn
j →

(
M0 ×Mj

)
∪ {e}, for j = 1, 2, wheree /∈ Mk, for k = 0, 1, 2, is an

error symbol.

Denote the set of all(n,R0, R1, R2) codes for the BC with leakage constraints byCn and letCn be a random

variable with alphabetCn distributed according toPCn
∈ P(Cn). The probability measureP used throughout this

work is induced by an underlying PMF onCn ×M0 ×M1 ×M2 × Xn × Yn
1 × Yn

2 ×M0 ×M1 ×M0 ×M2

given by

P
(
Cn,m0,m1,m2,x,y1,y2, m̂

(1)
0 , m̂1, m̂

(2)
0 , m̂2

)
= PCn

(Cn)P
(Cn)

(
m0,m1,m2,x,y1,y2, m̂

(1)
0 , m̂1, m̂

(2)
0 , m̂2

)
,

(3a)
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where

P (Cn)
(
m0,m1,m2,x,y1,y2, m̂

(1)
0 , m̂1, m̂

(2)
0 , m̂2

)

=
1

|M0||M1||M2|
fE(x|m0,m1,m2)Q

n
Y1,Y2|X

(y1,y2|x)1⋂
j=1,2

{
(m̂

(j)
0 ,mj)=φ(yj)

}. (3b)

is defined by the codeCn = (fE, φ1, φ2).

Definition 2 (Error Probability) The average error probability for an(n,R0, R1, R2) codeCn is

Pe(Cn) = P
(
(M̂

(1)
0 , M̂

(2)
0 , M̂1, M̂2) 6= (M0,M0,M1,M2)

∣∣∣Cn = Cn

)

=
1

|M0||M1||M2|

∑

(m0,m1,m2)
∈M0×M2×M2

∑

(y1,y2)∈Yn
1 ×Yn

2 :
φ1(y1) 6=(m0,m1) or
φ2(y1) 6=(m0,m2)

Qn
Y1,Y2|X

(
y1,y2

∣∣fE(m0,m1,m2)
)
, (4a)

The average error probability for receiverj = 1, 2 is

Pe,j(Cn) = PCn

(
(M̂

(j)
0 , M̂j) 6= (M0,Mj)

∣∣∣Cn = Cn

)
. (4b)

Definition 3 (Information Leakage) The information leakage ofM1 to receiver 2 under an(n,R0, R1, R2) code

Cn is

L1(Cn) =
1

n
I(M1;Y

n
2 |Cn = Cn). (5a)

Similarly, the information leakage ofM2 to receiver 1 underCn is

L2(Cn) =
1

n
I(M2;Y

n
1 |Cn = Cn). (5b)

When the aforementioned quantities are subsequently used,the conditioning ofCn may be omitted when it is

clear from the context.

Definition 4 (Achievable Rates)Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+. A rate triple (R0, R1, R2) ∈ R3

+ is (L1, L2)-achievable if

for any ǫ, ξ1, ξ2 > 0 there is a sufficiently largen and an(n,R0, R1, R2) codeCn such that

Pe(Cn) ≤ ǫ (6a)

L1(Cn) ≤ L1 + ξ1 (6b)

L2(Cn) ≤ L2 + ξ2. (6c)

The (L1, L2)-leakage-capacity regionC(L1, L2) is the closure of the set of the(L1, L2)-achievable rates.

Remark 1 (Inactive Leakage Constraints) SettingLj = Rj , for j = 1, 2, makes(6b)-(6c) inactive and reduces

the BC with privacy leakage constraints to the classic BC with a common message. This is a simple consequence
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of the non-negativity of entropy, which implies that for anyCn ∈ Cn

I(M1;Y
n
2 |Cn = Cn) ≤ H(M1) = nR1 (7)

(respectively,I(M2;Y
n
1 |Cn = Cn) ≤ nR2) always holds. To simplify notation, when we henceforth refer to leakage

threshold values under which(6b)-(6c) are automatically satisfied, we writeLj → ∞, j = 1, 2.

III. L EAKAGE-CAPACITY RESULTS

This section states novel inner and outer bounds on the(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity regionC(L1, L2) of a BC

with privacy leakage constraints. These bounds match for SD-BCs, BCs with a degraded message set and PD-BCs,

which characterizes the leakage-capacity regions for these three cases. We start with the inner bound.

Theorem 1 (Inner Bound) Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+ and RI(L1, L2) be the closure of the union of rate triples

(R0, R1, R2) ∈ R3
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 (8a)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 (8b)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) (8c)

R2 ≤ I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + L2 (8d)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U2;Y2)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + L2 (8e)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U2;Y2) (8f)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) + I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 (8g)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U0, U2;Y2)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + L2 (8h)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0) + min
{
I(U0;Y1), I(U0;Y2)

}
(8i)

2R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) + I(U0, U2;Y2)− I(U1;U2|U0) (8j)

where the union is over all PMFsPU0,U1,U2,XQY1,Y2|X . The following inclusion holds:

RI(L1, L2) ⊆ C(L1, L2). (9)

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section VI-A and relies on a leakage-adaptive Marton-like code construction.

Rate-splitting is first used to decompose each private messageMj , j = 1, 2, into a public partM0j and a private

partMjj . A Marton code with an extra layer of bins is then constructedwhile treating(M0,M10,M20) as a public

message andMjj , for j = 1, 2, as private messagej. The double-binning of the private message codebooks permits

joint encoding (outer layer) and to control the total rate leakage to the other user (inner layer). The leakage analysis

takes into account the rate leaked due to the decoding of the public message by both users. Also, additional leakage

occurs due to the joint encoding process, which introduces correlation between the private message codewords.
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Accounting for the latter is the main difficulty in the leakage analysis; we treat this by relating the bin sizes in the

inner and outer coding layers.

Remark 2 The regionRI(L1, L2) recovers Marton’s inner bound for BCs with a common message [18, Theorem

5]. By takingL1, L2 → ∞, the rate bounds in(8a)-(8b), (8d)-(8e) and (8g)-(8h) are redundant. The remaining

bounds coincide with those defining Marton’s region. A full discussion on the special cases ofRI(L1, L2) is given

in Section IV-D.

The following corollary states a sufficient condition on theleakage thresholdsL1 andL2 to become inactive

in RI(L1, L2) from Theorem 1 withR0 = 0 (i.e., when no common message is present), when evaluated under

a certain input distributionPU0,U1,U2,X ∈ P(U0 × U1 × U2 × X ). To state the result, let̃RI(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X)

denote the set of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying (8) withR0 = 0 and when the mutual information terms are

calculated with respect toPU0,U1,U2,XQY1,Y2|X . Accordingly,

R̃I(L1, L2) ,
⋃

PU0,U1,U2,X :
(U0,U1,U2)−X−(Y1,Y2)

R̃I(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X) (10)

corresponds to the region obtained by settingR0 = 0 in RI(L1, L2).

Corollary 2 (Inactive Leakage Constraints) Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+ andPU0,U1,U2,X ∈ P(U0 × U1 × U2 × X ). For

j = 1, 2 define

L⋆
j (PU0,U1,U2,X) = I(U0;Yj) + I(Uj ;Uj̄, Yj̄ |U0), (11)

where j̄ = j + (−1)j+1. We have the following results:

1) If L1 ≥ L⋆
1(PU0,U1,U2,X) thenR̃I(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X) = R̃I(∞, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X).

2) If L2 ≥ L⋆
2(PU0,U1,U2,X) thenR̃I(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X) = R̃I(L1,∞, PU0,U1,U2,X).

3) If Lj ≥ L⋆
j (PU0,U1,U2,X), for j = 1, 2, thenR̃I(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X) = R̃I(∞,∞, PU0,U1,U2,X).

For the proof of Corollary 2 see Section VI-B. According to the above, if any of the leakage thresholdsLj,

j = 1, 2 surpasses the critical value from (11), the corresponding inner bound remains unchanged ifLj is further

increased, and is therefore equivalent to the region whereLj → ∞.

Remark 3 Corollary 2 specifies a condition forL1 and/or L2 being inactive for each input probability. Getting

a condition for the inactivity of the thresholds with respect to the entire regionR̃I(L1, L2) from (10) is a more

challenging task. Identifying such a condition involves identifying which input distributions achieve the boundary of

R̃I(L1, L2). Although, in some communication scenarios this identification is possible (e.g., for the MIMO Gaussian

BC with or without secrecy requirements the boundary achieving distributions are Gaussian vectors [32]–[36]),

but the structure of the optimizing distribution is unknownin general.

The merit of Corollary 2 is reflected when explicitly calculating R̃I(L1, L2) for a given BC. One can then identify

the optimizing distribution (e.g., by means of an analytical characterization or via an exhaustive search), and can,
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in turn, calculate the maximum ofL⋆
j(PU0,U1,U2,X) over those distributions. Denoting byL⋆

j this maximal value,

if Lj < L⋆
j then increasingLj will further shrink the region. If, on the other hand,Lj ≥ L⋆

j , then the region

remains unchanged even ifLj further grows. This notion is demonstrated in Section V, where we calculate the

(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity region of the Blackwell BC.

Next, we state an outer bound onC(L1, L2). A proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section VI-C.

Theorem 3 (Outer Bound) Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+ and RO(L1, L2) be the closure of the union of rate triples

(R0, R1, R2) ∈ R3
+ satisfying:

R0 ≤ min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(12a)

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W,V )− I(U ;Y2|W,V ) + L1 (12b)

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W ) + L1 (12c)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(12d)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W,U)− I(V ;Y1|W,U) + L2 (12e)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2 (12f)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(12g)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(12h)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W ) + I(V ;Y2|W,U) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(12i)

where the union is over all PMFsPW,U,V PX|U,V QY1,Y2|X . RO(L1, L2) is convex. The following inclusion holds:

C(L1, L2) ⊆ RO(L1, L2). (13)

The derivation of the outer bound uses telescoping identities (cf., e.g., [27, Eqs. (9) and (11)]) that result in a

relatively concise proof.

Remark 4 The regionRO(L1, L2) recovers the UVW-outer bound from [19, Bound 2], which is equivalent to the

New-Jersey outer bound [20]. This follows by settingL1, L2 → ∞ into RO(L1, L2), which makes (12b)-(12c) and

(12e)-(12f) inactive.

The inner and outer bounds in Theorems 1 and 3 are tight for SD-BCs and give rise to the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (Leakage-Capacity for SD-BC)Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+. The (L1, L2)-leakage-capacity region

CSD(L1, L2) of a SD-BC1{Y1=f(X)}QY2|X with privacy leakage constraints is the closure of the unionof rate

triples (R0, R1, R2) ∈ R3
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + L1 (14a)
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R0 +R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + I(W ;Y1) + L1 (14b)

R0 +R1 ≤ H(Y1) (14c)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2 (14d)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(W,V ;Y2)− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2 (14e)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(W,V ;Y2) (14f)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + I(W ;Y1) + L1 (14g)

R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(14h)

2R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2) + I(W ;Y1) (14i)

where the union is over all PMFsPW,V,Y1,XQY2|X for which Y1 = f(X). CSD(L1, L2) is convex.

The direct part of Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 1 by takingU0 = W , U1 = Y1 andU2 = V , while Theorem

3 is used for the converse. See Section VI-D for the full details.

Remark 5 By takingLj = 0, the SD-BC with leakage constraints is reduced to the corresponding BC in whichMj

is secret. Similarly, settingLj → ∞ results in the problem without a secrecy constraint onMj. All four cases of

the SD-BC concerning secrecy (i.e., when neither, either orboth messages are secret) are solved and their solutions

are retrieved fromCSD(L1, L2) by inserting the appropriate values ofLj, j = 1, 2. This property ofCSD(L1, L2)

is discussed in Section IV-D.

The inner and outer bounds in Theorems 1 and 3 also match when the message set is degraded, i.e., when there

is only one private message. The leakage-capacity region ofthe BC whereM2 = 0 is defined only by the threshold

L1 and is stated next.1

Theorem 5 (Leakage-Capacity for BC with Degraded Message Set) Let L1 ∈ R+. The L1-leakage-capacity

regionCDM(L1) of a BC with a degraded message set and a privacy leakage constraint is the closure of the union

of rate pairs(R0, R1) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R0 ≤ I(W ;Y2) (15a)

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W ) + L1 (15b)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(W,U ;Y1)− I(U ;Y2|W ) + L1 (15c)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
(15d)

where the union is over all PMFsPW,UPX|UQY1,Y2|X . CDM(L1) is convex.

1Equivalently, one may consider the case whereM1 = 0
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Proof: The direct part follows by settingR2 = 0, U1 = U andU2 = 0 in Theorem 1. For the converse we show

that RO(L1, L2) ⊆ CDM(L1). Clearly, (15a), (15b) and (15d) coincide with (12a), (12c)and (12d), respectively.

Inequality (15c) follows by merging (12a) and (12c).

Remark 6 The BC with a degraded message set and a privacy leakage constraint captures the BC with confidential

messages [3] and the BC with a degraded message set [25]. The former is obtained by takingL1 = 0, whileL1 → ∞

recovers the latter. SettingL1 = 0 or L1 → ∞ into CDM(L1) recovers the capacity regions of these special cases

(see Section IV-E for more details).

Corollary 6 (Leakage-Capacity for PD-BC) The L1-leakage-capacity regionCPD(L1) of a PD-BC without a

common message and transition probabilityQY1|XQY2|Y1
is the closure of the union over the same domain as

CDM(L1) of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying (15a)-(15b) and (15d), while replacingR0 with R2 and noting

that min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
= I(W ;Y2) .

The proof of Corollary 6 is similar to that of Theorem 5 and is omitted.

Remark 7 Bounds on the cardinality of the auxiliary random variablesin Theorems 1, 3, 4 and 5 can be derived

using, e.g., the perturbation method [37, Appendix C] or techniques such as in [19] and [38]. The computability

of the derived regions is not in the scope of this work.

IV. SPECIAL CASES

A. Marton’s Inner Bound

Theorem 1 generalizes Marton’s region to the case with privacy leakage constraints, i.e.,RI(∞,∞) recovers

Marton’s region. Moreover,RI(L1, L2) is tight for every BC with a known capacity region.

B. UVW-Outer Bound

The New-Jersey outer bound was derived in [20] and shown to beat least as good as the previously known

bounds. A simpler version of this outer bound was established in [19] and was named the UVW-outer bound. The

UVW-outer bound is given byRO(∞,∞).

C. Liu-Marić-Spasojevíc-Yates Inner Bound for BCs with Secrecy

In [4] an inner bound on the secrecy-capacity region of a BC with two confidential messages (each destined

for one of the receivers and kept secret from the other) was characterized as the set of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+

satisfying:

R1 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) (16a)

R2 ≤ I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) (16b)
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where the union is over all PMFsPU0,U1,U2PX|U1,U2
QY1,Y2|X . This inner bound is tight for SD-BCs [5] and MIMO

Gaussian BCs [11]. SettingR0 = 0 into RI(0, 0) recovers (16).

D. SD-BCs with and without Secrecy

The SD-BC without a common message, i.e., whenR0 = 0, is solved when both, either or neither private

messages are secret (see [5]–[7] and [24], respectively). Setting Lj = 0, for j = 1, 2, reduces the SD-BC with

privacy leakage constraints to the problem whereMj is secret. TakingLj → ∞ results in a SD-BC without

a secrecy constraint onMj. We use Theorem 4 to obtain the leakage-capacity region of the SD-BC without a

common message.

Corollary 7 (Leakage-Capacity for SD-BC without Common Message) Let (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+. The (L1, L2)-

leakage-capacity regionC0
SD(L1, L2) of a SD-BC1{Y1=f(X)}QY2|X with privacy leakage constraints and without

a common message is the closure of the union over the domain stated in Theorem 4 of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+

satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + L1 (17a)

R1 ≤ H(Y1) (17b)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2 (17c)

R2 ≤ I(W,V ;Y2) (17d)

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + I(W ;Y1) + L1 (17e)

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}
. (17f)

1) Neither Message is Secret:If L1, L2 → ∞, the SD-BC with leakage reduces to the classic case without

secrecy [24], for which the capacity region is the closure ofthe union of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1) (18a)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2) (18b)

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|V ) + I(V ;Y2) (18c)

where the union is over all PMFsPV,Y1,XQY2|X for whichY1 = f(X). The region (18) coincides withC0
SD(∞,∞)

by first noting that the bound

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + I(W ;Y1) (19)

is redundant because if for some PMFPW,V,XQY1,Y2|X (19) is active, then setting̃W = 0 and Ṽ = (W,V )

achieves a larger region. Removing (19) fromC0
SD(∞,∞) and settingṼ = (W,V ) recovers (18). This agrees with
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the discussion in Section IV-A since Marton’s inner bound istight for the SD-BC.

2) Only M1 is Secret: The SD-BC in whichM1 is a secret is obtained by takingL1 = 0 andL2 → ∞. The

secrecy-capacity region was derived in [7, Corollary 4] andis the closure of the union over the same domain as

(18) of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1|V, Y2) (20a)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2). (20b)

C0
SD(0,∞) and (20) match by dropping

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + I(W ;Y1) (21)

based on arguments similar to those used to remove (19) fromC0
SD(∞,∞), and settingṼ = (W,V ).

Remark 8 The optimal code for the SD-BC with a secret messageM1 relies on double-binning the codebook of

M1, whileM2 is transmitted at maximal rate and no binning of its codebookis performed. Referring to the bounds

in Section VI-A, insertingL1 = 0 and L2 → ∞ into our code construction results in (38a) and (47b) becoming

inactive since (46b) is the dominant constraint. Furthermore, L1 = 0 combined with (33c) implies that the public

message consists of a portion ofM2 only. Keeping in mind that the public message is decoded by both receivers,

unlessR10 = 0 (i.e., unless the public message contains no information about M1) the secrecy constraint will be

violated.

3) Only M2 is Secret: The SD-BC in whichM2 is secret is obtained by takingL1 → ∞ andL2 = 0. The

secrecy-capacity region is the closure of the union of rate pairs (R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1) (22a)

R1 ≤ H(Y1|W ) + I(W ;Y2) (22b)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) (22c)

where the union is over all PMFsPW,V,Y1,XQY2|X for which Y1 = f(X) [6, Theorem 1]. Using Corollary 7,

C0
SD(∞, 0) is the union over the same domain as (22) of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2

+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1) (23a)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) (23b)

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2). (23c)

The second bound onR1 + R2 in C0
SD(∞, 0) is redundant since it follows by adding (23a) and (23b). Both

(22) and (23) describe the secrecy-capacity region of the SD-BC with a secret messageM2. In Appendix A

we prove the equivalence by using bidirectional inclusion arguments. By symmetry of our code construction,
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the effect ofL1 → ∞ andL2 = 0 on the scheme in Section VI-A is analogous to the one described in Section IV-D2.

4) Both Messages are Secret:Taking L1 = L2 = 0 recovers the SD-BC where both messages are secret. The

secrecy-capacity region for this case was found in [5, Theorem 1] and is the closure of the union of rate pairs

(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) (24a)

R2 ≤ I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) (24b)

where the union is over all PMFsPW,V PX|V QY2|X for which Y1 = f(X). The region in (24) coincides with

C0
SD(0, 0). Restricting the union inC0

SD(0, 0) to encompass only PMFs that satisfy the Markov relationW −V −X

does not shrink the region. This is since in the proof of Theorem 3 we defineVq , (M2,Wq), and therefore,

Xq − Vq −Wq forms a Markov chain for everyq ∈ [1 : n]. The optimality of PMFs in whichX − V −W is a

Markov chain follows.

Remark 9 The coding scheme that achieves (24) uses double-binning for the codebooks of both private messages.

To preserve confidentiality, the rate bounds of each messages includes the penalty termI(U1;U2|V ) (without the

confidentiality constraints, Marton’s coding scheme [39] requires only that the sum-rate has that penalty term).

This is evident from our scheme by settingL1 = L2 = 0 in (46b), (47b) and (33c), which results in (38a) being

redundant.

E. BCs with One Private Message

Consider the BC with leakage constraints in whichM2 = 0; its leakage-capacity regionCDM(L1) is stated in

Theorem 5. We show thatCDM(L1) recovers the secrecy-capacity region the BC with confidential messages [3]

and the capacity region of the BC with a degraded message set (without secrecy) [25].

1) BCs with Confidential Messages:The secrecy-capacity region of the BC with confidential messages was

derived in [3] and is the union over the same domain as in Theorem 5 of rate pairs(R0, R1) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R0 ≤ I(W ;Y1) (25a)

R0 ≤ I(W ;Y2) (25b)

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W ). (25c)

InsertingL1 = 0 into the result of Theorem 5 yieldsCDM(0) which is the union over the same domain as (25) of

rate pairs(R0, R1) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R0 ≤ I(W ;Y2) (26a)

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W ) (26b)
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Fig. 2: Blackwell BC with privacy leakage constraints.

R0 +R1 ≤ I(W,U ;Y1)− I(U ;Y2|W ). (26c)

The regions (25) and (26) are equal and a proof of the equalityis given in Appendix B. InsertingL1 = 0 and

U2 = 0 into the code construction in Section VI-A reduces it to a superposition code in which the outer codebook

(that is associated with the confidential message) is binned.

Remark 10 The BC with confidential messages captures the WTC by settingM0 = 0. Thus, the WTC is also a

special case of the BC with privacy leakage constraints.

2) BCs with a Degraded Message Set:If L1 → ∞, we get the BC with a degraded message set [25]. Inserting

L1 → ∞ into CDM(L1) and settingU = X recovers the capacity region which is the union of rate pairs(R0, R1) ∈

R2
+ satisfying:

R0 ≤ I(W ;Y2) (27a)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(X ;Y1|W ) + I(W ;Y2) (27b)

R0 +R1 ≤ I(X ;Y1) (27c)

where the union is over all PMFsPV,XQY1,Y2|X . In fact, (27) is an alternative characterization of the capacity

region of the BC with a degraded message set, as described in [18, Theorem 7] and [40, Eq. (8.1)].

V. EXAMPLE

Suppose the channel from the transmitter to receivers 1 and 2is the BWC without a common message as illustrated

in Fig. 2 [28], [29]. Using Corollary 7, the(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity region of a deterministic BC (DBC) is the

following.

Corollary 8 (Leakage-Capacity Region for DBC) The(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity regionCD(L1, L2) of the DBC
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Fig. 3: (L1, L2)-leakage-capacity region of the BWC for three cases: (a)L1 = L andL2 → ∞; (b) L1 → ∞ and
L2 = L; (c) L1 = L2 = L.

with privacy leakage constraints and no common message is the union of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ min
{
H(Y1) , H(Y1|Y2) + L1

}
(28a)

R2 ≤ min
{
H(Y2) , H(Y2|Y1) + L2

}
(28b)

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1, Y2) (28c)

where the union is over all input PMFsPX .

The proof of Corollary 8 is relegated to Appendix C. We parameterize the input PMFPX in Corollary 8 as

PX(0) = α , PX(1) = β , PX(2) = 1− α− β, (29)

whereα, β ∈ R+ andα + β ≤ 1. Using (29), the(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity regionCBWC(L1, L2) of the BWC is

descried as the union of rate pairs(R1, R2) ∈ R2
+ satisfying:

R1 ≤ min

{
Hb(β) , (1 − α)Hb

(
β

1− α

)
+ L1

}
(30a)

R2 ≤ min

{
Hb(α) , (1 − β)Hb

(
α

1− β

)
+ L2

}
(30b)

R1 +R2 ≤ Hb(α) + (1− α)Hb

(
β

1− α

)
(30c)

where the union is over allα, β ∈ R+ with α+ β ≤ 1.

Fig. 3 illustratesCBWC(L1, L2) for three cases. In Fig. 3(a)L2 → ∞ while L1 ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4}. The blue

(inner) line corresponds toL1 = 0 and is the secrecy-capacity region of a BWC whereM1 is secret [7, Fig. 5].

The red (outer) line corresponds toL1 = 0.4 (which is sufficiently large and can be thought of asL1 → ∞) and

depicts the capacity region of the classic BWC. AsL1 grows, the inner (blue) region converges to coincide with
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Fig. 4: The sum-rate capacity versus the allowed leakage forL1 = L2 = L.

the outer (red) region. Fig. 3(b) considers the opposite case, i.e., whereL1 → ∞ andL2 ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4}, and

is analogous to Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(c) we chooseL1 = L2 = L, whereL ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4}, and we demonstrate

the impact of two leakage constraints on the region. WhenL = 0, one obtains the secrecy-capacity region of the

BWC when both messages are confidential [5]. In each case, thecapacity region grows withL and saturates at the

red (outer) region, for which neither message is secret.

Focusing on the symmetric case in Fig. 3(c), we note that the saturation of the region atL = 0.4 is not accidental

and is implied by Corollary 2. For the Blackwell BC withL1 = L2 = L, and someα, β ∈ R+ with α + β ≤ 1,

we denote byL⋆(α, β) the threshold from (11), which reduces to

L⋆(α, β) = I(Y1;Y2) = Hb(β)− (1 − α)Hb

(
β

1− α

)
. (31)

As explained in Remark 3, for each leakage valueL, Corollary 2 (along with some numerical calculations) can

be used to tell whether a further increase ofL will induce a larger region or not. Accordingly, for eachL ∈

{0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4}, we have calculated the maximum ofL⋆(α, β) over the distributions that achieve the boundary

points of the capacity regionCBWC(L,L). Denoting the value of the maximalL⋆ that corresponds to the allowed

leakageL ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4} by L⋆(L), we have

L⋆(0) = L⋆(0.05) = 0.15897 ; L⋆(0.1) = 0.20101 ; L⋆(0.4) = 0.38317. (32)

For L = 0.4, we see thatL⋆(L) ≤ L, and consequently, Corollary 2 and Remark 3 imply that further increasingL

will not change the leakage-capacity region. Evidently,CBWC(L,L) saturates atL = 0.4. For L ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1},

however,L⋆(L) > L and consequentlyCBWC(L
′, L′) ( CBWC(L,L), for L,L′ ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1} with L′ < L.

The variation of the sum of ratesR1 + R2 as a function ofL is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 4; the red

dashed vertical lines correspond to the values ofL considered in Fig. 3. Note that for0 ≤ L ≤ 0.09818, (30c) is

inactive, and therefore,R1 +R2 is bounded by the summation of (30a) and (30b). Thus, for0 ≤ L ≤ 0.09818, the
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Fig. 5: The pentagons/rectangles whose union produces the capacity region of a BWC for different secrecy cases:
The outer pentagon corresponds to the case without secrecy;the red and blue rectangles correspond toL1 = 0 and
L2 = 0, respectively; the inner rectangle is associated withL1 = L2 = 0.

sum of ratesR1 +R2 increases linearly withL. ForL > 0.09818, the bound in (30c) is no longer redundant, and

because it is independent ofL, the sum rate saturates.

The regions in Fig. 3 are a union of rectangles or pentagons, each corresponds to a different input PMFPX . In

Fig. 5 we illustrate a typical structure of these rectanglesand pentagons for a fixedPX at the extreme values of

L1 andL2. When bothL1 andL2 are sufficiently large, the leakage constraints degenerateand the classic BWC

is obtained. Its capacity region (the red (outer) line in, e.g., Fig. 3(c)) is a union of the pentagons depicted in Fig.

5. The secrecy-capacity region forL1 = 0 andL2 → ∞ (depicted by the blue line in Fig. 3(a)) is a union of the

red rectangles in Fig. 5. Similarly, whenL2 = 0 andL1 → ∞ the secrecy-capacity region is a union of the blue

rectangles in Fig. 5. Finally, ifL1 = L2 = 0 and both messages are secret, the secrecy-capacity region of the BWC

is the union of the dark rectangles in Fig. 5, i.e., the intersection of the blue and the red regions. Fig. 5 highlights

that asL1 and/orL2 decrease, the underlying pentagons/rectangles (the unionof which produces the admissible

rate region) shrink and results in a smaller region.

VI. PROOFS

A. Proof of Theorem 1

For simplicity, we assume that expressions of the form2nR, for someR ∈ R+, are integers. Fix(L1, L2) ∈ R2
+,

a single-letter PMFPU0,U1,U2,X,Y1,Y2 , PU0,U1,U2,XQY1,Y2|X ∈ P(U0 ×U‘×U1 ×X ×Y1 ×Y2) andǫ, ξ1, ξ2 > 0.

Codebook Bn: Split each messagemj , j = 1, 2, into two sub-messages denoted by(mj0,mjj). The triple

mp , (m0,m10,m20) is referred to as apublic messagewhile mjj , j = 1, 2, serve asprivate messagej. The rates

associated withmj0 andmjj , j = 1, 2, are denoted byRj0 andRjj , while the corresponding alphabets areMj0
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andMjj , respectively. The partial ratesRj0 andRjj , j = 1, 2, satisfy

Rj = Rj0 +Rjj (33a)

0 ≤ Rj0 ≤ Rj (33b)

Rj0 ≤ Lj. (33c)

The random variablesMj0 and Mjj are independent and uniform overMj0 and Mjj . We use the notations

Mp , (M0,M10,M20), Mp , M0 × M10 × M20 and Rp , R0 + R10 + R20. Note thatMp is uniformly

distributed overMp and that|Mp| = 2nRp . Moreover, let(W1,W2) be a pair of independent random variables,

whereWj , j = 1, 2, is uniformly distributed overWj =
[
1 : 2nR̃j

]
and independent of(M0,M1,M2) (which

implies their independence of(Mp,M11,M22) as well).

All subsequent notations of codebooks and codewords omit the blocklengthn. Let B0 ,
{
U0(mp)

}
mp∈Mp

be

a random public message codebook that comprises2nRp i.i.d. random vectorsU0(mp), each distributed according

to Pn
U0

. A realization ofB0 is denoted byB0 ,
{
u0(mp,B0)

}
mp∈Mp

.

Fix a public message codebookB0. For every mp ∈ Mp, let Bj(m0) ,
{
Uj(mp,mjj , ij , wj)

}
(mjj ,ij ,wj)∈Mjj×Ij×Wj

, where Ij ,
[
1 : 2nR

′

j

]
, be a random codebook of private

messages forj = 1, 2, consisting of conditionally independent random vectors each distributed according

to Pn
Uj |U0=u0(mp,B0)

. We further setBj =
{
Bj(mp)

}
mp∈Mp

. A realization of Bj is denoted byBj and

we also defineB0,j =
{
B0,Bj

}
, for j = 1, 2, and B =

{
B0,B1,B2

}
. For eachmp ∈ Mp, we use

Bj(mp) ,
{
uj(mp,mjj , ij, wj ,B0,j)

}
(mjj ,ij ,wj)∈Mjj×Ij×Wj

. Based on the above labeling, the codebookBj(mp)

has auj-bin associated with every pair(mjj , wj) ∈ Mjj ×Wj , each containing2nR
′

j uj-codewords.

Denote the set of all possible codebooks of the above structure by B. The probability of drawing a codebook

B =
{
B0,B1,B2

}
∈ B is

PB(B) =
∏

mp∈Mp

Pn
U0

(
u0(mp,B0)

) ∏

j=1,2

∏

(m(j)
p ,mjj ,ij ,wj)

∈Mp×Mjj×Ij×Wj

Pn
Uj |U0

(
uj

(
m(j)

p ,mjj , ij, wj ,B0,j

)∣∣∣u0

(
m(j)

p ,B0

))
.

(34)

For a fixed codebookB ∈ B we next describe its associated encoding functionf
(B)
E and decoding functions

φ
(B)
j , for j = 1, 2.

Encoder f
(B)
E : To transmit the message pair(m0,m1,m2) the encoder transforms it into the triple

(
mp,m11,m22), and drawsWj uniformly overWj , j = 1, 2. Then it searches for a pair of indices(i1, i2) ∈ I1×I2

such that (
u0(mp,B0),u1(mp,m1, i1, w1,B0,1),u2(mp,m22, i2, w2,B0,2)

)
∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2) (35)

where wj denotes the realization ofWj . If the set of appropriate index pairs contains more than oneel-

ement, the encoder chooses a pair uniformly over the set; if the set is empty, a pair is chosen uniformly

over I1 × I2. The channel input sequence is then generate according to the conditional product distribution
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Pn
X|U0=u0(mp,B0),U1=u1(mp,m1,i1,w1,B0,1),U2=u2(mp,m22,i2,w2,B0,2)

and is transmitted over the channel.

Decoder φ(B)
j : Decoderj = 1, 2, searches for a unique triple(m̂p, m̂jj , ŵj) ∈ Mp × Mjj × Wj for which

there is an index̂ij ∈ Ij such that

(
u0(m̂p,B0),uj(m̂p, m̂jj , îj, ŵj ,B0,j),yj

)
∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,Uj ,Yj
). (36)

If such a unique triple is found setφj(yj) =
(
m̂0, (m̂j0, m̂jj)

)
, and otherwiseφj = e.

The triple
(
f
(B)
E , φ

(B)
1 , φ

(B)
2

)
defined with respect to a codebookB ∈ B constitutes an(n,R0, R1, R2) code

Cn ∈ Cn for the BC with privacy leakage constraints. We henceforth omit the blocklengthn writing C and C

instead ofCn andCn, respectively. When a random codebookB is used, we denote the corresponding random code

by C. Note thatC is distributed according to

PC(C) = PC

((
f
(B)
E , φ

(B)
1 , φ

(B)
2

))
= PB(B), ∀C ∈ C, (37)

wherePB is specified in (34). The PMFPC along with (3b) give rise to the PMF from (3a) and to its induced

probability measureP.

By standard error probability analysis (see Appendix D), reliability requires

R′
1 +R′

2 > I(U1;U2|U0) (38a)

R11 +R′
1 + R̃1 < I(U1;Y1|U0) (38b)

R0 +R20 +R1 +R′
1 + R̃1 < I(U0, U1;Y1) (38c)

R22 +R′
2 + R̃2 < I(U2;Y2|U0) (38d)

R0 +R10 +R2 +R′
2 + R̃2 < I(U0, U2;Y2). (38e)

The leakage analysis requires two properties in addition toreliability. Namely, for a fixedm1 ∈ M1 (respectively,

m2 ∈ M2) Decoder 2 (respectively, Decoder 1) should be able to decodeW1 (respectively,W2) with an arbitrarily

low error probability based on(U0,U2,Y2) (respectively,(U0,U1,Y1)). For a fixed codeC ∈ C (specified by a

fixed codebookB ∈ B), denote byλm1(C) the probability that Decoder 1 or Decoder 2 fail to do so usingC. As

explained in Appendix D,Eλm1 (C) = Eλ1(C) → 0 asn → ∞, for everym1 ∈ M1, if

R̃1 < I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) (39a)

R̃2 < I(U2;Y1|U0, U1). (39b)

Leakage Analysis:We compute an upper bound onEL1(C) and onEL2(C). By symmetry, only the analysis

for the expected rate-leakage ofM1 to the 2nd receiver is presented. The corresponding derivation for M2 follows

similar lines.

In all subsequent arguments, the random vectorsU0, U1 andU2 stand for theu0-, u1- andu2-codewords chosen
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by the encoder. Noting thatEL1(C) = I(M1;Y2|C), we have

H(M1|Y2,C)
(a)

≥ H(M1|U0,U2,Y2,C)

= H(M1,Y2|U0,U2,C)−H(Y2|U0,U2,C)

= H(M1,U1,Y2|U0,U2,C)−H(U1|M1,U0,U2,Y2,C)−H(Y2|U0,U2,C)

(b)

≥ H(U1|U0,U2,C)−H(U1|M1,U0,U2,Y2,C)−H(Y2|U0,U2,C)

+H(Y2|M1,U0,U1,U2,C)

(c)
= H(U1|U0,C)− I(U1;U2|U0,C)−H(U1|M1,U0,U2,Y2,C)− I(U1;Y2|U0,U2,C) (40)

where (a) and (b) follow because conditioning cannot increase entropy, while (c) follows sinceY2 −

(U0,U1,U2,C)−M1 forms a Markov chain (this can be shown using functional dependence graphs [41]).

We evaluate each term in (40) separately using the followinglemmas.

Lemma 9 For any ǫ1, ǫ2 > 0, there is a sufficiently largen for which

I(U1;U2|U0,C) ≤ nI(U1;U2|U0) + nǫ1 (41a)

I(U1;Y2|U0,U2,C) ≤ nI(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + nǫ2. (41b)

Lemma 10 For any ǫ3 > 0 there is a sufficiently largen for which

H(U1|M1,U0,U2,Y2,C) ≤ nǫ3. (42)

The proofs of Lemmas 9 and 10 are similar to those of [4, Lemmas2 and 3]. For completeness, we give the proofs

in Appendix E. Next, letI1 denote the random variable that represents the choice of theindex i1 ∈ I1 and observe

that

H(U1|U0 = u0,C) = H(M11,W1, I1,U1|U0 = u0,C)−H(M11,W1, I1|U1,U0 = u0,C)

(a)
= H(M11,W1, I1|U0 = u0,C)−H(M11,W1, I1|U1,U0 = u0,C)

(b)

≥ H(M11,W1, I1|U0 = u0,C)− nǫ4

(c)
= n(R11 + R̃1 +R′

1)− nǫ4 (43)

where:

(a) follows since conditioned onU0 = u0 andC, U1 is defined by(M11,W1, I1);

(b) follows from Fano’s inequality. Namely, by (38b) we havethat the error probability in decoding(M11,W1, I1)

from (u0,U1) is upper bounded byη(4)ǫ , which is arbitrarily small for sufficiently largen. Fano’s inequality implies

that

H(M11,W1, I1|U1,U0 = u0,C) ≤ nǫ4, (44)
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whereǫ4 = 1
n
+ η

(4)
ǫ (R11 + R̃1 +R′

1);

(c) follows by the symmetry of the random codebook, which implies that conditioned onU0 = u0, the triple

(M11,W1, I1) attains2n(R11+R̃1+R′

1) values with equal probabilities.

Based on (43) we have

H(U1|U0,C) ≥ n(R11 + R̃1 +R′
1)− nǫ4. (45)

Inserting (45) into (40) and using Lemmas 9 and 10 yields

H(M1|Y2,C) ≥ n
(
R11 + R̃1 +R′

1 − ǫ4 − I(U1;U2|U0)− ǫ1 − ǫ3 − I(U1;Y2|U0, U2)− ǫ2
)

(a)
= n

(
R1 + R̃1 +R′

1 −R10 − I(U1;Y2|U0, U2)− I(U1;U2|U0)− ǫ5
)

(b)

≥ nR1 − n(L1 + ǫ5)

where (a) follows by denotingǫ5 ,
∑4

i=1 ǫi and using (33a) and (33c), while (b) follows by taking

R̃1 +R′
1 −R10 > I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + I(U1, U2|U0)− L1 (46a)

R′
1 + L1 −R10 > I(U1;U2|U0). (46b)

The bound in (46b) insures that añR1 > 0 that satisfies (39a) and (46a) is feasible. Note thatǫ5 can be made

arbitrarily small withn, which implies that there is ann for which EL1(C) ≤ L1 + ξ1. A similar analysis of the

average rate leaked fromM2 to the 1st receiver shows thatEL2(C) ≤ L2 + ξ2 for sufficiently largen if

R̃2 +R′
2 −R20 > I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + I(U1, U2|U0)− L2 (47a)

R′
2 + L2 −R20 > I(U1;U2|U0) (47b)

By applying the Selection Lemma [42, Lemma 2.2] to the sequence of random variables
{
Cn

}
n∈N

and the

functionsPe, L1 andL2, we conclude that there exists ann ∈ N sufficiently large and a realizationCn of Cn

that satisfies (6). Finally, we apply FME on (38)-(39) and (46)-(47) while using (33) and the non-negativity of the

involved terms, to eliminateRj0, R′
j and R̃j , for j = 1, 2. Since all the above linear inequalities have constant

coefficients, the FME can be performed by a computer program,e.g., by the FME-IT software [26]. This shows

the sufficiency of (8).

Remark 11 Applying FME on (38)-(39) and (46)-(47) gives the rate bounds (8) as well as the inequality

I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0) ≥ 0. (48)

However, if (48) is active thenPU0,U1,U2 is not a good choice for code design. SettingU1 = U2 = 0 and

keeping the sameU0 (a choice which always satisfies (48)) achieves a larger region than the one achieved by

PU0,U1,U2,XQY1,Y2|X .
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B. Proof of Corollary 2

Fix (L1, L2) ∈ R2
+ andPU0,U1,U2,X ∈ P(U0×U1×U2×X ). The rate bounds describing̃RI(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X)

are:

R1 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 (49a)

R1 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) (49b)

R2 ≤ I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + L2 (49c)

R2 ≤ I(U0, U2;Y2) (49d)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) + I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 (49e)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(U0, U1;Y1) + I(U2;Y2|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0) (49f)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U0, U2;Y2)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U2;Y1|U0, U1) + L2 (49g)

R1 +R2 ≤ I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U0, U2;Y2)− I(U1;U2|U0). (49h)

To prove the first claim, assume thatL1 ≥ L⋆
1(PU0,U1,U2,X). Consequently, the RHS of (49a) satisfies

I(U1;Y1|U0)− I(U1;U2|U0)− I(U1;Y2|U0, U2) + L1 = I(U0, U1;Y1)− I(U0 : Y1)− I(U1;U2, Y2|U0, U2) + L1

≥ I(U0, U1;Y1), (50)

which makes (49a) inactive due to (49b). Similarly, (49e) isredundant due to (49f), and therefore,

R̃O(L1, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X) = R̃O(∞, L2, PU0,U1,U2,X).

An analogous argument with respect toL2 proves the second claim (essentially by showing that ifL2 ≥ L⋆
2

then (49c) and (49g) are inactive due (49d) and (49h), respectively). The third claim follows by combining both

preceding arguments.

C. Proof of Theorem 3

We show that given an(L1, L2)-achievable rate triple(R0, R1, R2), there is a PMFPW,U,V PX|U,V QY1,Y2|X , for

which (12) holds. Due to the symmetric structure of the rate bounds definingRO(L1, L2), we present only the

derivation of (12a)-(12d) and (12h). The other inequalities in (12) are established by similar arguments.

Since (R0, R1, R2) is (L1, L2)-achievable, for everyǫ, ξ1, ξ2 > 0 there is a sufficiently largen and an

(n,R0, R1, R2) codeCn for which (6) holds. The conditioning onCn is omitted throughout this proof. Instead, we

note that subsequent entropy and information measures are calculated with respect to the PMF from (3b) that is

specified byCn.

Fix ǫ, ξ1, ξ2 > 0 and a correspondingn. By Fano’s inequality we have

H(M0,Mj |Y
n
j ) ≤ 1 + nǫRj , nǫ(j)n . (51)
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Defineǫn = max
{
ǫ
(1)
n , ǫ

(2)
n

}
. Next, by (6b), we write

n(L1 + ξ1) ≥ I(M1;Y
n
2 )

= I(M1;M0,M2, Y
n
2 )− I(M1;M0,M2|Y

n
2 )

(a)

≥ I(M1;Y
n
2 |M0,M2)−H(M0,M2|Y

n
2 )

(b)

≥ I(M1;Y
n
2 |M0,M2)− nǫn (52)

where (a) follows from the independence ofM1 and(M0,M2) and the non-negativity of entropy, while (b) follows

from (51). (52) implies

I(M1;Y
n
2 |M0,M2) ≤ nL1 + n(ξ1 + ǫn). (53)

Similarly, we have

I(M1;Y
n
2 |M0) ≤ nL1 + n(ξ1 + ǫn). (54)

The common message rateR0 satisfies

nR0 = H(M0)

(a)

≤ I(M0;Y
n
1 ) + nǫn

=

n∑

i=1

I(M0;Y1,i|Y
i−1
1 ) + nǫn

≤
n∑

i=1

I(M0, Y
i−1
1 ;Y1,i) + nǫn (55a)

(b)

≤

n∑

i=1

I(Wi;Y1,i) + nǫn (55b)

where (a) follows by (51) and (b) follows by definingWi , (M0, Y
i−1
1 , Y n

2,i+1). By reversing the roles ofY n
1 and

Y n
2 and repeating similar steps, we also have

nR0 ≤

n∑

i=1

I(M0, Y
n
2,i+1;Y2,i) + nǫn (56a)

≤
n∑

i=1

I(Wi;Y2,i) + nǫn. (56b)

For R1, it follows that

nR1 = H(M1|M0,M2)

(a)

≤ I(M1;Y
n
1 |M0,M2)− I(M1;Y

n
2 |M0,M2) + nL1 + nδ(1)n

(b)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(M1;Y

i
1 , Y

n
2,i+1|M0,M2)− I(M1;Y

i−1
1 , Y n

2,i|M0,M2)
]
+ nL1 + nδ(1)n
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=

n∑

i=1

[
I(M1;Y1,i|M2,Wi)− I(M1;Y2,i|M2,Wi)

]
+ nL1 + nδ(1)n

(c)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi)− I(Ui;Y2,i|Wi, Vi)

]
+ nL1 + nδ(1)n (57)

where:

(a) follows from (51) and (52), and by denotingδ(1)n = 2ǫn + ξ1;

(b) follows from a telescoping identity [27, Eqs. (9) and (11)];

(c) follows by definingUi , (M1,Wi) andVi , (M2,Wi).

R1 is also upper bounded as

nR1 = H(M1|M0)

(a)

≤ I(M1;Y
n
1 |M0)− I(M1;Y

n
2 |M0) + nL1 + nδ(1)n

(b)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(M1;Y

i
1 , Y

n
2,i+1|M0)− I(M1;Y

i−1
1 , Y n

2,i|M0)
]
+ nL1 + nδ(1)n

(c)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi)− I(Ui;Y2,i|Wi)

]
+ nL1 + nδ(1)n (58)

where:

(a) follows from (51) and (54);

(b) follows from a telescoping identity;

(c) follows by the definition of(Wi, Ui).

For the sumR0 +R1, we have

n(R0 +R1) = H(M0,M1)

(a)

≤ I(M0,M1;Y
n
1 ) + nǫn

=

n∑

i=1

I(M0,M1;Y1,i|Y
i−1
1 ) + nǫn

(b)

≤

n∑

i=1

I(Wi, Ui;Y1,i) + nǫn (59)

where (a) follows from (51) and (b) follows by the definition of (Wi, Ui). Moreover, consider

n(R0 +R1) = H(M1|M0) +H(M0)

(a)

≤ I(M1;Y
n
1 |M0) + I(M0;Y

n
2 ) + nǫn

≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(M1, Y

n
2,i+1;Y1,i|M0, Y

i−1
1 ) + I(M0;Y2,i|Y

n
2,i+1)

]
+ nǫn

=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi) + I(Y n

2,i+1;Y1,i|M0, Y
i−1
1 ) + I(M0;Y2,i|Y

n
2,i+1)

]
+ nǫn
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(b)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi) + I(Y i−1

1 ;Y2,i|M0, Y
n
2,i+1) + I(M0;Y2,i|Y

n
2,i+1)

]
+ nǫn

(c)

≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi) + I(Wi;Y2,i)

]
+ nǫn (60)

where (a) follows from (51), (b) follows from Csiszár’s sumidentity, while (c) follows by the definition of(Wi, Ui).

To bound the sumR0 +R1 +R2, we start by writing

H(M1|M0,M2)
(a)

≤ I(M1;Y
n
1 |M0,M2) + nǫn

=

n∑

i=1

I(M1;Y1,i|M0,M2, Y
i−1
1 ) + nǫn

≤

n∑

i=1

I(M1, Y
n
2,i+1;Y1,i|M0,M2, Y

i−1
1 ) + nǫn

(b)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Y n

2,i+1;Y1,i|M0,M2, Y
i−1
1 )

]
+ nǫn (61)

where (a) follows from (51), while (b) follows by the definition of (Wi, Ui, Vi). Moreover, we have

H(M2|M0)
(a)

≤ I(M2;Y
n
2 |M0) + nǫn

(b)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(M2;Y

n
2,i|M0, Y

i−1
1 )− I(M2;Y

n
2,i+1|M0, Y

i
1 )
]
+ nǫn

(c)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(M2;Y

n
2,i+1|M0, Y

i−1
1 ) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi)− I(M2;Y1,i, Y

n
2,i+1|M0, Y

i−1
1 )

+ I(M2;Y1,i|M0, Y
i−1
1 )

]
+ nǫn

(d)
=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi)− I(Vi;Y1,i|Wi) + I(M2;Y1,i|M0, Y

i−1
1 )

]
+ nǫn (62)

where:

(a) follows from (51);

(b) follows from a telescoping identity;

(c) follows from the mutual information chain rule and the definition of (Vi, Ui);

(d) follows by the mutual information chain rule.

Combining (61) and (62) yields

n(R1 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi)− I(Vi;Y1,i|Wi) + I(M2, Y

n
2,i+1;Y1,i|M0, Y

i−1
1 )

]
+ 2nǫn

=

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi) + I(Y n

2,i+1;Y1,i|M0, Y
i−1
1 )

]
+ 2nǫn. (63a)
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By applying Csiszár’s sum identity on the last term in (63a), we have

n(R1 +R2) =

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi) + I(Y i−1

1 ;Y2,i|M0, Y
n
2,i+1)

]
+ 2nǫn. (63b)

Combining (55a) with (63a) and (56a) with (63b) yields

n(R0 + R1 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi) + I(Wi;Y1,i)

]
+ 3nǫn (64)

and

n(R0 +R1 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi, Vi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi) + I(Wi;Y2,i)

]
+ 3nǫn, (65)

respectively.

By repeating similar steps, we obtain bounds related to the remaining rate bounds in (12):

nR2 ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi, Ui)− I(Vi;Y1,i|Wi, Ui)

]
+ nL2 + nδ(2)n (66)

nR2 ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi)− I(Vi;Y1,i|Wi)

]
+ nL2 + nδ(2)n (67)

n(R0 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

I(Wi, Vi;Y2,i) + nǫn (68)

n(R0 +R2) ≤
n∑

i=1

[
I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi) + I(Wi;Y1,i)

]
+ nǫn (69)

n(R0 +R1 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi, Ui) + I(Wi;Y1,i)

]
+ 3nǫn (70)

n(R0 +R1 +R2) ≤

n∑

i=1

[
I(Ui;Y1,i|Wi) + I(Vi;Y2,i|Wi, Ui) + I(Wi;Y2,i)

]
+ 3nǫn (71)

whereδ(2)n = 2ǫn + ξ2.

The bounds are rewritten by introducing a time-sharing random variableQ that is uniformly distributed over the

set [1 : n]. For instance, the bound (57) is rewritten as

R1 ≤
1

n

n∑

q=1

[
I(Uq;Y1,q|Wq, Vq)− I(Uq;Y2,q|Wq, Vq)

]
+ L1 + δ(1)n

=

n∑

i=q

P
(
Q = q

)[
I(UQ;Y1,Q|WQ, VQ, Q = q)− I(UQ;Y2,Q|WQ, VQ, Q = q)

]
+ L1 + δ(1)n

≤ I(UQ;Y1,Q|WQ, VQ, Q)− I(UQ;Y2,Q|WQ, VQ, Q) + L1 + nδ(1)n (72)

DenoteY1 , Y1,Q, Y2 , Y2,Q, W , (WQ, Q), U , (UQ, Q) andV , (VQ, Q). We thus have the bounds of (12)

with small added terms such asǫn andδ(1)n . But for largen we can make these terms approach 0. The converse is

completed by noting that since the channel is memoryless andwithout feedback, and becauseUq = (M1,Wq) and
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Vq = (M2,Wq), the chain

(Y1,q, Y2,q)−Xq − (Uq, Vq)−Wq (73)

is Markov for everyq ∈ [1 : n]. This implies that(Y1, Y2)−X − (U, V )−W is a Markov chain.

D. Proof of Theorem 4

To establish the direct part of Theorem 4 we show thatCSD(L1, L2) ⊆ RI(L1, L2), which follows by setting

U0 = W , U1 = Y1 andU2 = V in Theorem 1.

For the converse we show thatRO(L1, L2) ⊆ CSD(L1, L2). For every PMFPW,V,Y1,XQY2|X for which Y1 =

f(X), we have the following chains of inequalities. The right-hand side (RHS) of (12b) is upper bounded by the

RHS of (14a) since

R1 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W,V )− I(U ;Y2|W,V ) + L1

= H(Y1|W,V )−H(Y1|W,V, U)− I(U ;Y2|W,V ) + L1

(a)

≤ H(Y1|W,V )− I(Y1;Y2|W,V, U)− I(U ;Y2|W,V ) + L1

= H(Y1|W,V )− I(U, Y1;Y2|W,V ) + L1

(b)

≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + L1 (74)

where (a) follows by the non-negativity of entropy and (b) follows because conditioning cannot increase entropy.

Repeating similar steps while combining (12a) with (12b) yields (14b), i.e., we have

R0 +R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + I(W ;Y1) + L1. (75)

Inequality (12d) implies (14c) since

R0 +R1 ≤ I(W,U ;Y1) ≤ H(Y1). (76)

The rate bound (14d) coincides with (12f), combining (12a) with (12f) implies (14e), while (14f) follows from (12g).

For the sum of rates, (14g) follows from (12g) and (74), while(14h) is implied by (12h) since

I(U ;Y1|V,W ) ≤ H(Y1|V,W ). (77)

Finally, by combining (12a) and (12h) while using (77) we have

2R0 +R1 +R2 ≤ I(U ;Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + 2min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}

≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2) + I(W ;Y1),

which implies (14i). Dropping the rest of the bounds from (12) only increases the region and shows that

RO(L1, L2) ⊆ CSD(L1, L2) (note thatRO(L1, L2) is described by a union over PMFs that satisfy the Markov
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relationX − (U, V )−W , while in CSD(L1, L2) this restriction is dropped). This characterizesCSD(L1, L2) as the

(L1, L2)-leakage-capacity region of the SD-BC.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We considered the BC with privacy leakage constraints. Under this model, all four scenarios concerning secrecy

(i.e., when both, either or neither of the private messages are secret) become special cases and are recovered by

properly setting the leakage thresholds. Novel inner and outer bounds on the leakage-capacity region were derived

and shown to be tight for SD and PD BCs, as well as for BCs with a degraded message set. Furthermore, we derived

a condition on the allowed leakage values that differentiates whether a further increase of each leakage induces

a larger inner bound or not. The condition effectively lets one (numerically) calculate privacy leakage threshold

values above which the inner bound saturates. The coding strategy that achieved the inner bound relied on Marton’s

coding scheme with a common message, but with an extra layer of binning. Each private message was split into a

public and a private part and the codebooks of the private parts were double-binned. Taking into account that the

rate of the public parts is always leaked, the sizes of the bins in the extra layer were chosen to satisfy the total

leakage constraints. The outer bound was derived by leveraging telescoping identities.

The results for the BC with leakage captures various past works. Large leakage thresholds reduce our inner

and outer bounds to Marton’s inner bound [18] and the UVW-outer bound [19], respectively. The leakage-capacity

region of the SD-BC without a common message recovers the capacity regions where both [5], either [6], [7], or

neither [24] private message is secret. The result for the BCwith a degraded message set and a privacy leakage

constraint captures the capacity regions for the BC with confidential messages [3] and the BC with a degraded

message set (without secrecy) [25]. Furthermore, our code construction for the inner bound is leakage-adaptive and

recovers the best known codes for the aforementioned cases.A Blackwell BC example visualizes the transition of

the leakage-capacity region from the capacity region without secrecy to the secrecy-capacity regions for different

cases.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIVALENCE OF THE REGIONS IN (22) AND (23)

Denote the region in (22) byC and recall that the region in (23) is denoted byC0
SD(∞, 0). The inclusion

C ⊆ C0
SD(∞, 0) follows since (23a)-(23b) coincide with (22a)-(22c), while for (23c) we have

H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2) = H(Y1|W ) + I(W ;Y2) + I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )
(a)

≥ R1 +R2. (78)
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Here (a) is due to (22b)-(22c).

To see thatC0
SD(∞, 0) ⊆ C, let (R1, R2) ∈ C0

SD(∞, 0) be a rate pair achieved by(W,V,X). We show that there

is a triple (W ⋆, V ⋆, X⋆) for which (R1, R2) ∈ C. First, suppose that (23b) holds with equality:

R2 = I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ). (79)

By takingW ⋆ = W , V ⋆ = T andX⋆ = X , (22a) and (22c) hold by (23a)-(23b), while (22b) is satisfied since

H(Y1|W
⋆) + I(W ⋆;Y2)

(a)
= H(Y1|W ) + I(W ;Y2) + I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )−R2

= H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2)−R2

(b)

≥ R1, (80)

where (a) and (b) follow from (79) and (23c), respectively.

Next, assume that a strict inequality holds in (23b), i.e., there is a real numberγ > 0, such that

R2 = I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )− γ. (81)

DefineW ⋆ , (Θ, W̃ ), whereΘ is a binary random variable independent of(W,V,X) that takes values inO =

{θ1, θ2} with probabilitiesλ > 0 and1− λ, respectively, and

W̃ =




W , Θ = θ1

(W,V ) , Θ = θ2

. (82)

Furthermore, let

λ =
I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )− γ

I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y2|W )
, (83)

V ⋆ = (W,V ) andX⋆ = X . Note thatX⋆ − V ⋆ −W ⋆ forms a Markov chain and that (22a) follows from (23a).

To see that (22c) holds consider:

I(V ⋆;Y2|W
⋆)− I(V ⋆;Y1|W

⋆)
(a)
= λ

[
I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )

]
(b)
= I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W )− γ

(c)
= R2 (84)

where (a) follows from the definition of(W ⋆, V ⋆), while (b) and (c) follow from (83) and (81), respectively. We

conclude the proof by showing that (22b) also holds. This follows because

H(Y1|W
⋆) + I(W ⋆;Y2)

(a)
= H(Y1|W

⋆) + I(W ⋆;Y2) + I(V ⋆;Y2|W
⋆)− I(V ⋆;Y1|W

⋆)−R2

= H(Y1|W
⋆,W ⋆) + I(W ⋆, V ⋆;Y2)−R2

(b)
= H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2)−R2

(c)

≥ R1 (85)

where (a) follows from (84), (b) follows sinceY1 − V ⋆ −W ⋆ forms a Markov chain andV ⋆ = (W,V ), while (c)
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follows from (23c).

APPENDIX B

EQUIVALENCE OF THE REGIONS IN (25) AND (26)

Denote the region in (25) byCCK while the region in (26) is denoted byCDM(0). Since this proof mostly follows

by arguments akin to those presented in Appendix A, we omit some of the detail. First,CCK ⊆ CDM(0) follows

since (25b)-(25c) imply that (26a)-(26b) holds, while (26c) follows by combining (25a) and (25c).

For the opposite inclusionCDM(0) ⊆ CCK , let (R0, R1) ∈ CDM(0) be a rate pair achieved by(W,U,X). We

construct a triple(W ⋆, U⋆, X⋆) that satisfiesW ⋆ −U⋆−X⋆− (Y1, Y2) for which (R0, R1) ∈ CCK . If (26b) holds

with equality, i.e., if

R1 = I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W ), (86)

then we takeW ⋆ = W , U⋆ = U andX⋆ = X . With respect to this choice (25b)-(25c) follows from (26a)-(26b),

while (25a) is satisfied by combining (86) with (26c).

If, on the other hand, a strict inequality holds in (26b), i.e., we have

R1 = I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W )− γ (87)

where γ is a real and positive number, then we defineW ⋆ , (Θ, W̃ ). Here Θ is a binary random variable

independent of(W,U,X) as in Appendix A, and

W̃ =




W , Θ = θ1

U , Θ = θ2

. (88)

Furthermore, set

λ =
I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W )− γ

I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W )
, (89)

U⋆ = U andX⋆ = X . Note that(Y1, Y2)−X⋆ − U⋆ −W ⋆ forms a Markov chain and consider the following.

I(W ⋆;Y2) = λI(W ;Y2) + (1− λ)I(U ;Y2)
(a)
= I(W ;Y2) + (1− λ)I(U ;Y2|W ) ≥ I(W ;Y2)

(b)
= R0 (90)

where (a) follows from (89) and (b) follows from (26a). Thus,(25b) is satisfied. To see that (25c) holds consider:

I(U⋆;Y1|W
⋆)− I(U⋆;Y2|W

⋆)
(a)
= λ

[
I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W )

]
(b)
= I(U ;Y1|W )− I(U ;Y2|W )− γ

(c)
= R1 (91)

where (a) follows from the definition of(W ⋆, U⋆), while (b) and (c) follow from (89) and (87), respectively. It

remains to show that (25a) also holds. We begin by writing

I(U⋆;Y2|W
⋆)

(a)
= λI(U ;Y2|W ) ≤ I(U ;Y2|W ), (92)
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where (a) follows from the definition of(W ⋆, U⋆). Finally, (25a) follows because

I(W ⋆;Y1)
(a)
= I(U⋆;Y1|W

⋆)− I(U⋆;Y2|W
⋆) + I(W ⋆;Y1)−R1

(b)

≥ I(W ⋆, U ;Y1)− I(U ;Y2|W )−R1

(c)

≥ I(W,U ;Y1)− I(U ;Y2|W )−R1

(d)

≥ R0 (93)

where (a) follows from (91); (b) follows becauseU⋆ = U and by using (92); (c) follows sinceY1 − U −W ⋆ and

Y1 − U −W form Markov chains, which implies thatI(W ⋆, U ;Y1) = I(U ;Y1) = I(W,U ;Y1); (d) follows from

(26c).

APPENDIX C

PROOF OFCOROLLARY 8

The regionCD(L1, L2) is obtained fromC0
SD(L1, L2) by settingW = 0 and V = Y2, which implies that

CD(L1, L2) ⊆ C⋆
SD(L1, L2). For the converse, the RHS of (17a) is upper bounded by

R1 ≤ H(Y1|W,V, Y2) + L1 ≤ H(Y1|Y2) + L1. (94)

For (17c) and (17d), respectively, we have

I(V ;Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2 ≤ I(V ;Y1, Y2|W )− I(V ;Y1|W ) + L2

= I(V ;Y2|W,Y1) + L2

≤ H(Y2|Y1) + L2 (95)

and

I(W,V ;Y2) ≤ H(Y2). (96)

Finally, (28c) is implied by (17f) since

R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(V ;Y2|W ) + min
{
I(W ;Y1), I(W ;Y2)

}

≤ H(Y1|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y2)

≤ H(Y1, Y2|W,V ) + I(W,V ;Y1, Y2)

= H(Y1, Y2). (97)

To complete the proof we drop (17e), which can only increaseC
(0)
SD(L1, L2).
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APPENDIX D

ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THEPROOF OFTHEOREM 1

By the symmetry of the codebook construction with respect to(M0,M1,M2,W1,W2) and due to their uniformity,

we may assume that(M0,M1,M2,W1,W2) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Furthermore, because we are dealing with the expected

error probability over the ensemble of codebooks, the subsequent error events are defined with respect to a new PMF

Γ ∈ P(B × I1 × I2 × Yn
1 × Yn

2 ) that describes the random experiment of transmitting(M0,M1,M2,W1,W2) =

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) using a random codebook. Specifically, we have

Γ
({

u0(mp)
}
mp

,
{
u1(m

(1)
p ,m11, i

′
1, w1)

}
(m

(1)
p ,m11,i

′

1,w1)
,
{
u2(m

(2)
p ,m22, i

′
2, w2)

}
(m

(2)
p ,m22,i

′

2,w2)
, i1, i2,y1,y2

)

=
∏

mp

Pn
U0

(
u0(mp)

) ∏

j=1,2




∏

(m
(j)
p ,mjj ,i

′

j
,wj)

Pn
Uj |U0

(
uj(m

(j)
p ,mjj , i

′
j, wj)

∣∣∣u0(m
(j)
p )

)



× Γ
(
i1, i2

∣∣∣u0(1),
{
u1(1, 1, i

′
1, 1)

}
i′1
,
{
u2(1, 1, i

′
2, 1)

}
i′2

)

×Qn
Y1,Y2|U0,U1,U2

(
y1,y2

∣∣u0(1),u1(1, 1, i1, 1),u2(1, 1, i2, 1)
)
, (98)

whereΓ
(
i1, i2

∣∣∣u0(1),
{
u1(1, 1, i

′
1, 1)

}
i′1
,
{
u2(1, 1, i

′
2, 1)

}
i′2

)
chooses(i1, i2) ∈ I1 × I2 according to the encoding

rule described in Section VI-A, and

QY1,Y2|U0,U1,U2
(y1, y2|u0, u1, u2) ,

∑

x∈X

PX|U0,U1,U2
(x|u0, u1, u2)QY1,Y2|X(y1, y2|x).

The probability measure induced byΓ is denote byPΓ.

A. Encoding/Decoding Errors

Consider the following error events.

Encoding errors: An encoding error event is described as

E =
⋂

(i1,i2)∈I1×I2

{(
U0(1),U1(1, 1, i1, 1),U2(1, 1, i2, 1)

)
/∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2)
}
. (99)

Decoding errors: To account for decoding errors, define

D0 =
{(

U0(1),U1(1, 1, I1, 1),U2(1, 1, I2, 1),Y1

)
∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2,Yj
)
}

(100a)

and

Dj(mp,mjj , ij, wj) =
{(

U0(mp),U1(mp,mjj , ij , wj),Y1

)
∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,Uj ,Yj
)
}
, (100b)

wherej = 1, 2.
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By the union bound, the expected error probability is bounded as

EPe(C) ≤ PΓ


E ∪ Dc

0 ∪ D1(1, 1, I1, 1)
c ∪ D2(1, 1, I2, 1)

c

∪





⋃

(m̃p,m̃11,w̃1) 6=(1,1,1)

D1(m̃p, m̃11, I1, w̃1)



 ∪





⋃

(m̃p,m̃22,w̃2) 6=(1,1,1)

D2(m̃p, m̃2, I2, w̃2)








≤ PΓ

(
E
)
+ PΓ

(
Dc

0 ∩ Ec
)
+

∑

j=1,2



PΓ

(
Dj(1, 1, Ij, 1)

c ∩ D0

)

+ PΓ


 ⋃

(m̃p,m̃jj ,w̃j) 6=(1,1,1)

Dj(m̃p, m̃jj , Ij , w̃j)







≤ PΓ

(
E
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[1]
0

+PΓ

(
Dc

0 ∩ Ec
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[2]
0

+
∑

j=1,2



PΓ

(
Dj(1, 1, Ij , 1)

c ∩ D0

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[1]
j

+
∑

ĩj∈Ij

Γ
(̃
ij
)
PΓ


 ⋃

mp 6=1

Dj(m̃p, 1, ĩj, 1)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[2]
j

+ PΓ




⋃

(m̃jj ,w̃j) 6=(1,1),

ĩj∈Ij

Dj(1, m̃jj , ĩj , w̃j)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[3]
j

+PΓ




⋃

(m̃p,m̃jj ,w̃j) 6=(1,1,1),

ĩj∈Ij

Dj(m̃p, m̃jj , ĩj, w̃j)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[4]
j




(101)

Note thatP [1]
0 is the probability of an encoding error, whileP [2]

0 andP [k]
j , for k ∈ [1 : 4], correspond to decoding

errors by Decoderj. We proceed with the following steps:

1) By the Multivariate Covering Lemma [40, Lemma 8.2],P
[1]
0 → 0 asn → ∞ if we have

R′
1 +R′

2 > I(U1;U2|U0), (102)

while the Conditional Typicality Lemma [40, Section 2.5] implies thatP [2]
0 → 0 asn grows. Furthermore,

the definitions in (100) clearly imply thatP [1]
j = 0, for all n ∈ N.
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2) ForP [3]
j , j = 1, 2, we have

P
[3]
j

(a)

≤
∑

(m̃jj ,w̃j) 6=(1,1),

ĩj∈Ij

2−n

(
I(Uj ;Yj |U0)−δ[3]ǫ

)

≤ 2n(Rjj+R′

j+R̃j)2−n

(
I(Uj ;Yj |U0)−δ[3]ǫ

)

= 2n
(
Rjj+R′

j+R̃j−I(Uj ;Yj|U0)+δ[3]ǫ

)

where (a) follows since for any(m̃jj , w̃j) 6= (1, 1) and ĩj ∈ Ij , Uj(1, m̃jj , ĩj , w̃j) is independent ofYj

while both of them are drawn conditioned onU0(1). Moreover,δ[3]ǫ → 0 asǫ → 0. Hence, for the probability

P
[3]
j to vanish asn → ∞, we take:

Rjj +R′
j + R̃j < I(Uj ;Yj |U0), j = 1, 2. (103)

3) ForP [4]
j , j = 1, 2, consider

P
[4]
j

(a)

≤
∑

(m̃p,m̃jj ,w̃j) 6=(1,1,1),

ĩj∈Ij

2−n

(
I(U0,U1;Y1)−δ[4]ǫ

)

≤ 2n(Rp+Rjj+R′

j+R̃j)2−n
(
I(U0,Uj ;Yj)−δ[4]ǫ

)

= 2n
(
Rp+Rjj+R′

j+R̃j−I(U0,Uj ;Yj)+δ[4]ǫ

)

where (a) follows since for any(m̃p, m̃jj , w̃j) 6= (1, 1, 1) and ĩj ∈ Ij , U0(m̃p) andUj(m̃p, m̃jj , ĩj , w̃j) are

correlated with one another but independent ofYj . As before,δ[4]ǫ → 0 as ǫ → 0, and therefore, we have

thatP [4]
j → 0 asn → ∞ if

Rp +Rjj +R′
j + R̃j < I(U0, Uj;Yj), j = 1, 2. (104)

4) For j = 1, 2, similar steps as in the upper bounding ofP
[3]
j show that the rate bound that ensures that

P
[2]
j → 0 asn → ∞ is redundant. This is since for everỹmp 6= 1 and ĩj ∈ Ij , the codewordsU0(m̃p) and

Uj(m̃p, 1, ĩj, 1) are independent ofYj . Hence, taking

Rp < I(U0, Uj;Yj), j = 1, 2, (105)

suffices forP [2]
j to vanish. However, the RHS of (105) coincides with the RHS of(104), while the left-hand

side (LHS) of (105) is with respect toRp only. Clearly, (104) is the dominating constraint.

Summarizing the above results, while substitutingRp = R0 +R10 +R20, we find that the RHS of (101) decays

as the blocklengthn → ∞ if the conditions in (38) are met.
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B. Leakage Associated Errors

To satisfy the leakage constraints in (6b)-(6c) we account for the error in decodingUj from
(
M11,U0(1),Uj̄(1, 1, Ij̄ , 1),Yj̄

)
, where j = 1, 2 and j̄ = j + (−1)j+1. SinceM1 = 1 is fixed andU0(1)

andUj̄(1, 1, Ij̄ , 1) are given, the code design implies that decodingUj boils down to decodingWj . By repeating

similar arguments to those presented in the encoding/decoding error analysis we have theEλ1(C) → 0 asn → ∞

if (39) hold.

APPENDIX E

PROOF OFLEMMAS 9 AND 10

A. Proof of Lemma 9

We prove (41a) only. The proof of (41b) follows similar lines. For every(u0,u1,u2) ∈ Un × Un
1 × Un

2 define

ν(u0,u1,u2) =




1, (u0,u1,u2) /∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2)

0, otherwise
, (106)

which we abbreviate asν. The multi-letter mutual information term in the LHS of (41a) is expanded as follows

I(U1;U2|U0,C) ≤ I(U1, ν;U2|U0,C)

= I(ν;U2|U0,C) + I(U1;U2|U0, ν,C)

= I(ν;U2|U0,C) +

1∑

j=0

P(ν = j)I(U1;U2|U0, ν = j,C). (107)

Note that

P(ν = 1)I(U1;U2|U0, ν = 1,C) ≤ P
(
(U0,U1,U2) /∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2)
)
H(U2|ν = 1,C)

≤ nP
(
(U0,U1,U2) /∈ T n

ǫ (PU0,U1,U2)
)
log |U2|

(a)

≤ nη(1)ǫ log |U2|. (108)

Here (a) follows by the properties the random code construction andη(1)ǫ decreases ase−cn for some constant

c > 0 [31, Lemma 5]. Furthermore, we have

P(ν = 0)I(U1;U2|U0, ν = 0,C) ≤ I(U1;U2|U0, ν = 0,C)

=
∑

(u0,u1,u2)∈T n
ǫ (PU0,U1,U2 )

P (u0,u1,u2) log

(
P (u1,u2|u0)

P (u1|u0)P (u2|u0)

)

=
∑

(u0,u1,u2)∈T n
ǫ (PU0,U1,U2 )

P (u0,u1,u2) log

(
2−nH(U1,U2|U0)(1−ǫ)

2−nH(U1|U0)(1+ǫ)2−nH(U2|U0)(1+ǫ)

)

≤ nI(U1;U2|U0) + nη(2)ǫ (109)
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whereη(2)ǫ = 3ǫH(U1, U2|U0). Inserting (108)-(109) into (107) yields

I(U1;U2|U0,C)
(a)

≤ nη(1)ǫ log |U2|+ nI(U1;U2|U0) + nη(2)ǫ + 1

(b)
= nI(U1;U2|U0) + nǫ1 (110)

where (a) follows sinceI(ν;U1|U0,C) ≤ H(ν) ≤ 1, while (b) follows by settingǫ1 = η
(1)
ǫ log |U2|+ η

(2)
ǫ + 1

n
.

B. Proof of Lemma 10

Recall that λm1(C) denotes the error probability in decodingu1(mp,m11, i1, w1,B0,1) from
(
u0(mp,B0),u2(mp,m22, i2, w2,B0,2),y2

)
when M1 = m1 ∈ M1 is fixed and the codeC ∈ C is used.

By the properties of the random codeC we have

Eλm1 (C) ≤ η(3)ǫ , ∀m1 ∈ M1, (111)

whereη(3)ǫ decreases ase−γn for some real numberγ > 0. By Fano’s inequality, we have

H(U1|M1 = m1,U0,U2,Y2,C) ≤ nǫ3, (112)

whereǫ3 = 1
n
+ η

(3)
ǫ R1, which implies

H(U1|M1,U0,U2,Y2,C) =
∑

m1∈M1

2−nR1H(U1|M1 = m1,U0,U2,Y2,C) ≤ nǫ3. (113)
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